
 

 

Enter the Matrix: 

 
 Matrix-OS is derived from CentOS Linux for stability.  CentOS releases follow RedHat Enterprise Linux 

releases, being built from the exact same source code.  Matrix-OS differs from CentOS and RHEL in that it 

contains newer, upgraded, and optimized network security and acceleration packages, while relying on the core 

OS for operational reliability.  MatrixOS running on Tensor Networks’ Matrix Routers, Servers, and AI/ML 

workstations provides an incredible one-two punch of performance and ease of deployment with ZTP (Zero 

Touch Provisioning), and optimized performance. 

 

Key Components of Matrix-OS: 

 
Performance dpdk 19.11.4 https://www.dpdk.org/ Kernel acceleration for Virtualization 

     

AI/MLTools NVIDIA Drivers 440.33 https://www.nvidia.com NVIDIA GPU drivers 

 NVIDIA Cuda toolkit 10.2.89 https://www.nvidia.com NVIDIA AI/ML/HPC toolkits 

     

Networking OVS - openvswitch 2.13.90 https://www.openvswitch.org/ Internal Switching under Linux 

 FRR - Free Range Routing 7.3 https://frrouting.org/ Internal Routing under Linux 

     

Security OVS - ipsec tools 2.13.90 https://www.openvswitch.org/ IPSEC acceleration for OVS 

 OpenVPN 2.4.9 https://openvpn.net/ 
 

Open Source VPN (Virtual Private 
Network) for secure remote access 

 

 

Key Features of Matrix-OS: 

 
 Matrix-OS features integration of common features that commonly require system admins to spend hours 

or days installing on new systems.  Linux Containers (LXC), Virtual Machines (KVM), Docker Containers 

(Docker and Podman), and virtual network switches and routers are delivered in the default installation.  On 

systems with NVIDIA’s Cuda based GPUs, the drivers, libraries, and development environments are pre-

configured into the base system.  

  

https://openvpn.net/


 

 

Matrix-OS was designed to deliver accelerated, secure networking, moving data into and out of high-performance 

processing.  This performance partnership between safely and efficiently collecting, processing, and delivering 

information is a common demand in networking (NFV, SDN), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine 

Learning (ML), and Video processing.  Our platform delivers in all of these highly specialized 

environments, allowing data scientists, network architects, and content media professionals to focus on 

the job at hand. 

 

 

Supported Protocols, Standards, and Interfaces:

 

 

FRR 7.3 Features:  
zebra VRF 

MPLS 

pbrd (Policy Routing) WAN / Carrier protocols 

bgpd (BGP) VRF / L3VPN 
EVPN 
VNC (Virtual Network Control) 
Flowspec 

ldpd (LDP) VPWS / PW, VPLS 

nhrpd (NHRP) Link-State Routing 

ospfd (OSPFv2)  Segment Routing 

ospf6d (OSPFv3)  Segment Routing V3 

isisd (IS-IS)  Distance-Vector Routing 

ripd (RIPv2)  Routing Internet Protocol V2 

ripngd (RIPng)  Routing Internet Protocol (IPv6) 

babeld (BABEL)  Distance-Vector Routing Protocol 

eigrpd (EIGRP)  Multicast Routing 

pimd (PIM)  SSM (Source Specific)  
ASM (Any Source)  
EVPN BUM Forwarding 

vrrpd (VRRP) Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol 
(VRRP) 

 
 

OVS 2.13 Features:  
Visibility into inter-VM communication via NetFlow, sFlow(R), IPFIX, SPAN, 
RSPAN, and GRE-tunneled mirrors 

LACP (IEEE 802.1AX-2008) 

Standard 802.1Q VLAN model with trunking 

Multicast snooping 

IETF Auto-Attach SPBM and rudimentary required LLDP support 

BFD and 802.1ag link monitoring 

STP (IEEE 802.1D-1998) and RSTP (IEEE 802.1D-2004) 

Fine-grained QoS control 

Support for HFSC qdisc 

Per VM interface traffic policing 

NIC bonding with source-MAC load balancing, active backup, and L4 
hashing 

OpenFlow protocol support (including many extensions for virtualization) 

IPv6 support 

Multiple tunneling protocols (GRE, VXLAN, STT, and Geneve, with IPsec 
support) 

Remote configuration protocol with C and Python bindings 

Kernel and user-space forwarding engine options 

Multi-table forwarding pipeline with flow-caching engine 

Forwarding layer abstraction to ease porting to new software and hardware 
platforms 
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Tensor Networks’ MatrixOS introduces the 

concepts of inheritance, evolution, and functional 

modularity to system lifecycles.  Systems are never 

static, evolving over time to grow and adapt to 

changing demands and software needs. 

 

Capabilities, “skills”, and configurations are 

combined to produce a unique system personality.  

These layers and relationships can map from dev to 

test to production, and from launch to retirement.  

The MatrixOS lifecycle evolution is a game changer 

in system deployment and ongoing system and 

software lifecycles. 


